The forecast estimates are being submitted by the civil wing as per demand of the client. In the estimate provision for only electrical wiring is considered. Whereas provision for firefighting works, energy efficient lighting fixtures & solar water heating system for residential buildings are mandatory. As per present scenario in most of the offices provision of Air Cooling, Air Conditioning, D.G. Sets, Lifts, Security systems etc. are required.

In this connection all civil Executive Engineers are directed to take the requirement from the clients for facilities required by them and forecast estimate may be submitted including the provision of buildings services by the Ex. En. (Elect.) Concerned to avoid revised sanctions. For Executing Fire fighting, Air Cooling/Air Conditioning works against revised sanctions additional/alteration in the buildings is necessitated causing structural problems in the buildings.

(A.K. Sanghi)
Chief Engineer
PWD, Rajasthan Jaipur

Copy to:
1. The Pr. Secretary PWD Govt. of Rajasthan Jaipur.
2. The Secretary PWD Govt. of Rajasthan Jaipur.
3. Chief Engineer Building/SS/PMGSY/Road/NH
4. Additional Chief Engineer (ALL)
5. Superintending Engineers (ALL)
6. Executive Engineers (ALL)

(M.L. Verma)
S.E. Building
C.E. Office PWD Jaipur